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Plexus dares to push the boundaries of design and engineering. The elegant wood base design is the key design element
of this table. It features beautiful detailing of carefully crafted finger joints with a refined curve inset along the exterior of
the leg. It has a shape that is both evocative and contemporary and features a wide range of options and finishes with
impeccable details that reveal the highest manufacturing capabilities. With two base sizes Plexus is ideal for executive
boardrooms, conference rooms and small meetings rooms. While the wood base option allows for power and data
connections via a discrete conduit to the floor, the aluminum base options’ innovative construction allows for integrated
power solutions to be concealed through the internal chamber of the legs. Exquisite in detail and minimalistic in design it
even lends itself for applications in private offices; a truly versatile table that blurs the line between commercial and
residential design.
Plexus is a contemporary table which can be configured to almost whatever table width or length is needed without
compromising the design concept and visual of the product. The base is based on a classic bridge leg but shaped
using both round shapes and strict lines creating a timeless yet modern feel to it. The various optional finishes and
table top shapes and finishes makes the combinations as well as the applications endless. The table is equally
attractive serving as an exclusive dining table in a private home as a bench-working desk in a modern creative office
layout as a traditional meeting table in an executive board room. “We wanted to create a table base that was
curved and straight at the same time” –B+H

About Busk+Hertzog
Flemming Busk and Stephan Hertzog formed their successful studio in Denmark in 2000. To date their studio has won
more than 75 of the most prestigious international design awards, including “Best of Best” Red Dot Awards, IF Awards
and Good Design Awards, making them the most award-winning Danish designers of their generation. Several of their
designs are part of permanent exhibitions at design museums around the world. Busk+Hertzog’s design characteristics
are sculptural, clean lines and a simple expression with minimal embellishment. Busk+Hertzog follow the philosophy that
every decorative thing should also have a practical utility. That is how both designers combine practical and exclusive
elements to exceptional design The design duo is now based in London.
Established in 1968, Nienkämper is an internationally recognized designer and manufacturer of fine office furniture.

Recognized as one of the 50 Best Managed Companies in Canada each year since 2009, Nienkämper is committed to
being at the forefront of innovation; collaborating with forward-thinking designers; and pushing the boundaries of
technology. Excellence from design to delivery. Please visit www.nienkamper.com
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